
 ATTACHMENT #3 

 
 

 

RESOLUTION 15-19 

 

POLICY ON TRANSMISSION SERVICE FOR THE POST-2017 PERIOD 

 

WHEREAS, the Arizona Power Authority Commission (Authority) finds that:  

 

A. Existing and possible future customers of the Authority (Customers) have expressed a 

preference that “pancaking,” i.e., the duplicate purchase of transmission rights on one or 

more transmission paths between the Mead Bus and Customers’ load, be eliminated.  

 

B. To properly reflect transmission expenses for each Customer, the Authority must modify 

its current billing practice of bundling the costs of transmission with the other costs 

associated with Hoover power. This would require the Hoover resource and any 

transmission purchased for each Customer be billed separately. That is, if an Authority 

Customer obtains transmission by means other than through the Authority, it would not 

be billed for transmission service by the Authority; a Customer would only be billed by 

the Authority for transmission procured for that Customer by the Authority.  

 

C. The Authority, its Customers, load serving entities or transmission providers in Arizona, 

and the Western Area Power Administration (Western) would like to begin discussions 

on the exact location and quantity of transmission needed and provided for each and 

every Customer by one or more transmission providers for delivery of Hoover power 

beginning October 1, 2017. As a consequence, the Authority must decide if it will 

unbundle the costs of transmission from other Hoover resource costs.  

 

Now, therefore, be it RESOLVED that:  

 

1. Beginning October 1, 2017 (hereinafter, “post-2017”), the Authority will unbundle the 

costs of transmission and the Hoover resource. Customers not requiring transmission 

service to be coordinated and procured by the Authority will not pay the Authority for 

transmission service. Customers requiring some or all of their transmission service to be 

coordinated and procured by the Authority will pay for that transmission service.  
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2. Following review and general agreement by a Customer and the Authority, if a Customer 

arranges for transmission service with another provider and not through the Authority for 

delivery of a portion of its Hoover power allocation, then the Authority will assist in 

acquiring or will contract for any balance of transmission needed to move the remaining 

portion of the Hoover allocation from Mead to the Customer’s meter(s) or Point(s) of 

Delivery, as appropriate.  

 

3. The Authority will contract, as needed, with Western for the transmission necessary to 

deliver post-2017 Hoover power over the Parker-Davis System and Intertie System upon 

request of any Customer.  

 

4. The Authority will attempt to negotiate transmission contracts with Western that retain an 

option to reacquire any transmission rights that are not renewed, should conditions 

change.  

 

5. Authority staff will meet with all Customers, their respective load-serving entities or 

transmission providers, and Western in order to determine how much transmission 

capacity will need to be secured by the Authority for the post-2017 period to ensure 

delivery of the Customers’ respective Hoover allocations to their designated loads or 

Point(s) of Delivery, as appropriate. The Commission intends that the Authority will 

enter into a long-term contract with Western for transmission rights that are not provided 

by load-serving entities or another entity, or otherwise assist Customers in acquiring 

transmission rights, and that, in combination, these transmission rights will be adequate 

to deliver the total Hoover power allocations to every meter(s) or Point(s) of Delivery, as 

appropriate.  

 
 

 UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED by the Arizona Power Authority Commission on this 15th day 

of September, 2015. 

 

 

 

 

    _____________________________________ 

    Chairman Stephen Brophy 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

Acting Executive Secretary 

 


